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Abstract: Although recent advances in Deep Learning (DL) algorithms have been developed in many Computer Vision (CV) 

tasks with a high accuracy level, detecting humans in video streams is still a challenging problem. Several studies have, 

therefore, focused on the regularisation techniques to prevent the overfitting problem which is one of the most fundamental 

issues in the Machine Learning (ML) area. Likewise, this paper thoroughly examines these techniques, suggesting an improved 

you Only Look Once (YOLO) v3-tiny based on a modified neural network and an adjusted hyperparameters file configuration. 

The obtained experimental results, which are validated on two experimental tests, show that the proposed method is more 

effective than the YOLOv3-tiny predecessor model. The first test which includes only the data augmentation techniques 

indicates that the proposed approach reaches higher accuracy rates than the original YOLOv3-tiny model. Indeed, Visual 

Object Classes (VOC) test dataset accuracy rate increases by 32.54 % compared to the initial model. The second test which 

combines the three tasks reveals that the adopted combined method wins a gain over the existing model. For instance, the 

labelled crowd_human test dataset accuracy percentage rises by 22.7 % compared to the data augmentation model.  
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1. Introduction 

Deep Learning (DL), a recent technique used in video 

processing as well as image analysis, is characterized 

by a significant potential and promising result. 

Actually, it has been successfully used in various 

domains such as agriculture [1, 25, 31] (vegetation 

detection and identification), intelligent robotics [2, 3], 

video surveillance (image recognition) [7, 30], 

intelligent driving [16, 24] (autonomous car) and 

medical diagnosis [21]. 

Currently, person detection is an important field of 

CV and the first step in recognition systems. Indeed, it 

determines the locations of human in a source image or 

video sequence. Silhouette detection has played an 

important task in a large range of applications such as 

security surveillance and access control. However, it is 

still too costly to be implemented due to the massive 

computations of detection algorithms. A variety of 

approaches [8, 4, 24] have been developed to detect 

objects in images. For example, person detection is a 

particular case of object detection. It allows us to 

determine the number of people and their positions in 

an image if they exist. In fact, it is applied in airport 

security, shopping centers surveillance, apartment  

 
buildings, offices control etc., it thus represents the 

first step in the re-identification system. Yet, it faces a 

complex problem because of the great variability in 

people’s appearance and movement. In order to obtain 

the best performance and resolve the existing problem, 

numerous studies have focused on object detection, 

especially in persons. A variety of Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN) classifiers are used for object 

detection. These classifiers usually include Regional-

Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) [9, 10, 30], 

DPM (deformable part model) [11, 26], Single Shot 

MultiBox Detector (SSD) [19] and YOLO [12, 49].  

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. 

YOLOv3-tiny structure is described in section 2. The 

regularisation techniques in Machine Learning (ML) 

are investigated in section 3 and the proposed approach 

is introduced in section 4. The experimental results are 

discussed in section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn 

in section 6. 

2. Related Works 

R-CNN [9] is accurate but not fast enough on the 

PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. Fast Region-based 

Convolutional Network (Fast R-CNN), the next 
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version of R-CNN, was developed by Girshick et al. 

[10] in order to reduce time consumption for the high 

number of models required to analyse all the regional 

proposals. The latest object detection method, the 

Faster R-CNN [30], was then developed to further 

decrease the detection network uptime. Despite its high 

accuracy rate, this classifier characterized by a heavy 

computational cost cannot be applied in many real time 

applications since they are carried out in 

computationally-limited platforms. The YOLO model 

has surmounted this problem through improvements in 

both speed and accuracy. This model, with its various 

versions, has been proven to be highly efficient in 

object detection, especially in silhouette detection. 

Base YOLO [12], also called YOLO Version 1 

(YOLOv1), processes images at 45 Frames Per Second 

(FPS) which is twice to nine times faster than that of 

Faster R-CNN. YOLO Version 2 (YOLOv2) [33] is a 

variously improved model of YOLO which maintains 

the advantage of speed and tries to rise the Mean 

Average Accuracy (MAP) value from YOLOv1. 

YOLOv3-tiny [50] is a simplified model of YOLOV3 

[34] as it reduces the depth of the convolutional layer. 

It is used as it is faster than YOLOv3. Furthermore, 

YOLOv3-tiny is seen as the best real-time object 

detection system compared to other algorithms like 

SSD and YOLOv3. Despite their high detection 

accuracy, these latters ability to perform real-time 

object detection on low performance devices or PCs is 

far from being satisfactory. In addition, YOLOv3-tiny 

learns general representations of objects, outstripping 

other detection methods including DPM [11, 26] and 

R-CNN. YOLOv4-tiny is one type of object detection 

methods of deep learning. It is designed based on 

Yolov4 method. This method used feature pyramid 

network to extract feature maps without requiring the 

spatial pyramid pooling and path aggregation network 

that are adopted in Yolov4. The Yolov4-tiny 

simultaneously uses two different scale feature maps: 

13x13 and 26x26 to estimate the detection results [12, 

18]. In [14], a study comparative were performed in 

YOLOv3-tiny, YOLOv4-tiny to test their performance 

in FPS. FPS is a measurement of the number of images 

that can be accurately detected in one second. The 

speed of object detection for Yolov3-tiny can reach 

277 Frames per second. Yolov4 tiny have complex 

network structure and many parameters than yolov3-

tiny. As a result, it has worse performance in fps (see 

Table 1). 

Table 1. Comparison of different methods in FPS [14]. 

Method FPS 

Yolov3-tiny 277 

Yolov4-tiny 270 

Prasetyo et al. [27] used Binary Floating-Point 

Operations (BFLOPS) to find out the model 

computation volume. In [27], the data presented in the 

following Table shows that the yolov4-tiny model uses 

more computation volume because additional layer in 

your architecture (see Table 2). As a result, yolov3-tiny 

has faster object detection than yolov4-tiny. It is more 

suitable for real-time object detection, especially for 

developing on embedded devices. 

Table 2. Model comparison [27]. 

Model BFLOPS 

Yolov3-tiny 5.45 

Yolov4-tiny 6.79 

Since the FPS of YOLOv4-tiny performance is 

lower than yolov3-tiny and their BFLOPS performance 

is elevated. We choose YOLOv3-tiny for our 

application which requires higher image processing 

speed. 

Yang et al. [49] apply the well-known deep learning 

detection algorithm to accomplish tiny-face 

identification and incorporate the Yolov3-tiny model 

with Dropblock method. Dropblock is a regularization 

technique used in the convolutional layer, where the 

activation units are spatially connected. The feature 

map's contiguous region's neurons would be dropped 

by dropblock, forcing the neural network to pick up 

new features. Xun et al. [48] suggested an enhanced 

Mish-L2-multitask Convolutional Neural Network 

(MTCNN) model based on the MTCNN model to 

further boost the accuracy of small-size face detection. 

The P-Net CNN's maximum pooling layer was first 

taken off. Second, a regularization term was included 

in the crossentropy loss function. Finally, Mish 

activation functions were used to replace the activation 

functions that were applied to three subneural networks 

of the MTCNN model. Jamiya and Rani [15] provided 

a real-time vehicle detection method using the 

YOLOv3-tiny network and a lightweight deep neural 

network model named LittleYOLO-SPP. The feature 

extraction network of the YOLOv3-tiny object 

detection network is changed to improve the speed and 

precision of vehicle detection. In order to improve the 

network's capacity for learning, the suggested network 

included a technique called spatial pyramid pooling, 

which comprises of several scales of pooling layers for 

concatenation of features. Niu et al. [23] introduced 

four offline data augmentation techniques to enhance 

the effectiveness of CNN on defect detection of 

sanitary ceramics. In order raise the original dataset's 

quality, Niu et al. [23] proposed data augmentation 

technique. Image generation, image mosaic, image 

fusion and image rotation mosaic are all used in this 

case. Zhang et al. [53] suggested convolutional layer 

channel pruning to train effective deep object 

detectors. With the goal of obtaining “slim” object 

detectors. The authors imposed L1 regularization on 

channel scaling factors to enforce channel-level 

sparsity of convolutional layers and prune less 

informative feature channels. The researchers provided 

SlimYOLOv3 as a potential solution for real-time 

object recognition on UAVs since it has less trainable 
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parameters and Floating Point Operations (FLOPs) 

than the original YOLOv3. Qi et al. [29] suggested a 

brand-new detection network architecture called 

MYOLOv3-Tiny, while depthwise and pointwise 

convolution are used to lower the computational 

complexity of the network and the backbone network 

is designed using a linear bottleneck structure with 

inverted residual to effectively extract the fasteners' 

features. For pedestrian and vehicle detection in traffic 

monitoring, an improved YOLOv3-tiny model is 

suggested [39]. The YOLOv3-tiny model's backbone 

network structure was altered, deep detachable 

convolution operation was added, and the network's 

fundamental residual block unit was created, all of 

which improved the backbone network's capacity for 

feature extraction. Compared to the original model, the 

improved YOLOv3-tiny model offers a greater 

measurement accuracy. The detection speed is 150 FPS 

when this model is applied to the 1080P traffic video 

on the NVIDIA RTX 2080, which is completely 

capable of real-time detection. The suggested model 

[17] uses the Dual-Path Network (DPN) module and 

the fusion transition module to efficiently extract 

features. It also uses a dense connection strategy to 

enhance multi-scale prediction, which allows it to 

accurately classify and locate objects. 

In general, we note that the use of deep learning 

techniques for person detection is still restricted to 

specific conditions including camera position and 

orientation. Despite the different algorithms developed 

for the detection of people and the various studies 

conducted on this subject, numerous constraints are 

faced to detect people. These roadblocks include the 

position and orientation of the cameras (in the front, at 

the top,...), as well as the detection medium 

characteristics. For instance, detecting people in a mall 

or in a store where there are clothing mannequins that 

have the morphology of a person leads to changeable 

test results that differ from one environment to another. 

Hence, this study attempts to produce a more 

generalized detection model. The main contributions of 

this paper can be summarized as follows: 

 A several classifiers for object/silhouette detection 

are presented. 

 YOLOv3-tiny is adopted duo to this detectors is 

faster than the traditional systems. (and other 

classifiers) 

 The benefits of regularisation techniques are 

explained in this work. 

 The proposed approach adds a dropout layer in the 

existing YOLOv3-tiny architecture and changes 

hyperparameters in order to ameliorate silhouette 

detection. In addition, data augmentation techniques 

are used to get a large dataset for training.  

 A comparative study is realised in order to validate 

the effectiveness of the combined method for person 

detection. 

 The method put forward has achieved a good 

performance relatively to tiny-yolov2, tiny-yolov3 

and tiny-yolov4 original models.  

3. Detailed Description of YOLOv3-tiny 

Compared to traditional systems, YOLO is regarded as 

a new, faster approach designed for object detection. 

YOLO-tiny detection system is adopted because of its 

speed and real-time application (see Table 3). This 

object detection algorithm, based on Deep Learning, 

was developed by «Redmon et al. [32]» at the 

University of Washington in 2015. It is evaluated on 

the basis of data PASCAL VOC allowing the detection 

of twenty classes: 

 Person. 

 Animal: bird, cat, cow, dog, horse, sheep. 

 Vehicle: plane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorcycle, 

train. 

 Interior: bottle, chair, dining table, potted plant, 

sofa, TV/ monitor. 

Table 3. Other models performances. 

Test database Network Structure MAP (%) Time (ms) 

 
COCO-test 

Fast R-CNN [10] 39.9  2000 

Faster RCNN [30] 42.7  142  

Faster RCNN Resnet 101 

[13] 48.4  200  

SSD 300 [19] 43.1  23  

SSD 512 [19]  48.5  45  

DSSD321 [12]  46.1  105 

YOLOV2 [14]  44  15  

RefineDet320 [27] 49.2  25 

YOLOv3-tiny origin [49] 33.1  4.5 

YOLO has 24 convolution layers followed by 2 

Fully Connected (FC) layers (see Table 4). 

Table 4. The YOLOv3-tiny architecture network. 

Layer Layer type Filter Size\Stride Imput Output 

0 convolutional 16 3×3⁄1 416×416×3 416×416×16 

1 maxpool __ 2×2⁄2 416×416×16 208×208×16 

2 convolutional 32 3×3⁄1 208×208×16 208×208×32 

3 maxpool __ 2×2⁄2 208×208×32 104×104×32 

4 convolutional 64 3×3⁄1 104×104×32 104×104×64 

5 maxpool __ 2×2⁄2 104×104×64 52×52×64 

6 convolutional 128 3×3⁄1 52×52×64 52×52×128 

7 maxpool __ 2×2⁄2 52×52×128 26×26×128 

8 convolutional 256 3×3⁄1 26×26×128 26×26×256 

9 maxpool __ 2×2⁄2 26×26×256 13×13×256 

10 convolutional 512 3×3⁄1 13×13×256 13×13×512 

11 maxpool __ 2×2⁄2 13×13×512 13×13×512 

12 convolutional 1024 3×3⁄1 13×13×512 13×13×1024 

13 convolutional 256 3×3⁄1 13×13×1024 13×13×256 

14 convolutional 512 3×3⁄1 13×13×256 13×13×512 

15 convolutional 255 3×3⁄1 13×13×512 13×13×255 

16 yolo __ __ __ __ 

17 route __ __ __ __ 

18 convolutional 128 1×1⁄1 13×13×256 13×13×128 

19 up-sampling __ 2×2⁄1 13×13×128 13×13×128 

20 route __ __ __ __ 

21 convolutional 256 3×3⁄1 13×13×384 13×13×256 

22 convolutional 255 1×1⁄1 13×13×256 13×13×256 

23 yolo __ __ __ __ 
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The entry is a 416*416*3 size image. The first 

convolution layer extracts the characteristics of the 

image while the last convolutional layer and the two F 

C layers predict the scores. This network consists 

essentially of convolution layers, pooling layers, 

correction layers (Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)) and 

Fully-Connected layers. As the key component of the 

network, the convolution layer aims at identifying the 

presence of a set of characteristics in the input image. 

The convolution principle consists in dragging a 

window on the image and calculating, each time, the 

convolution product between the filter and a block of 

the scanned image. Figure 1-a) shows an example of 

convolution. The pooling layer is placed between two 

convolution layers. It receives as input the feature 

maps resulting from the convolutional layer. It reduces 

the size of the images, while preserving their important 

characteristics. The input image is split into regular 

cells to keep the maximum value within each cell. An 

example of pooling is illustrated in the Figure 1-b). 

ReLu denotes the nonlinear function defined by max 

(0, u). This layer replaces all negative values received 

as inputs with zeros. It plays the role of activation 

function. The appearance of this function is shown in 

Figure 1-c). The FC layer represents the last layer of 

the network. It receives a vector as input and produces 

as outputs a new vector. Neurons in a FC layer have 

connections to all outputs of the previous layer. 
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a) Convolution example. 

  

b) MaxPooling example. 

  

c) The ReLU Function Shape. 

Figure 1. Description of layers. 

4. Regularisation Techniques in ML 

Overfitting is one of the most basic problems in the 

ML field. Several researchers have developed different 

techniques to overcome this problem. In fact, the 

model performs well in the training dataset but poorly 

in the novel and unknown one. Several techniques are 

described below to prevent overfitting [28, 51]. 

 Simplifying the Model It involves reducing the 

network complexity by removing layers or reducing 

the number of neurons in hidden ones. 

 Early Stopping Early Stopping is based on the 

calculation of the loss and MAP. MAP is calculated 

using a validation dataset to estimate the 

performance of the proposed model, to stop the 

training process in the best weight. 

 Use Data Augmentation Data augmentation is 

applied to expand and enrich one’s own dataset. 

This advantage allows the network to learn any 

dataset. In this paper, three data augmentation 

techniques are applied. In fact, Figure 2 illustrates 

the various reformations of images using mirror, 

contrast and blur techniques of data augmentation. 

 Use Dropouts the FC layers occupy most of the 

CNN memory. Moreover, the FC concept creates an 

exponential problem of memory called 

“overfitting”. To avoid this problem, the dropout 

method randomly inactivates neurons with a 

predefined probability in the FC layer [37]. Dropout 

is thus a regularization technique that modifies the 

network architecture. 

5. Improved YOLOV3-Tiny Model 

In this section, the process of YOLOV3-tiny training is 

explained and the proposed approach that addressed 

the challenging problem of silhouette detection is 

described. 

    
a) Origin. b) Mirror. c) Contrast. d) Blur. 

Figure 2. Data augmentation techniques. 

5.1. Process of YOLOV3-tiny Training 

The steps undertaken for training YOLOv3-tiny are 

reported to detect persons in images (see Figure 3).The 
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first and foremost task for the training is the 

preparation of a database and their annotations. Indeed, 

a database containing 204960 images has been 

prepared using data augmentation methods (see Figure 

2). The entire database divided into training set (90%) 

and test set (10%). In secod step, the necessary files for 

the training are prepared. These files are “obj.data” 

which incorporates information about detection and 

important paths, “obj.names” bearing the detection 

classes for our case class 'person' and “obj.cfg” 

representing the configuration file whose parameters 

are to be modified according to our needs (batch, 

subdivision, classes...). As a result the training process 

will be lanched. Two files generated from training as 

output the trained model and the log file. The log file 

contains the loss in each batch. Once the loss becomes 

below a threshold (example: 0.0001), the training is 

immediately stopped. 

Images 

+Annotation

    

 Training yolov3-tiny

Dataset

Training dataset

Validation dataset
Model

Prediction_detection

preparing files:

 obj.names

 obj.data

 obj.cfg

log.file
 

Figure 3. Training principle. 

5.2. Proposed Approach 

In the first part of the experimental test, the Anavid 

[40] dataset, which includes 97073 images, is 

collected. Thanks to the technique of data 

augmentation, a large dataset of 204960 images is 

obtained, preventing the overfitting phenomenon. 

Training is realised on a one-class “person”. The MAP 

of the final weight generated from training in different 

test datasets Voc2007-test (2097 images), COCO-

test2017 (2693 images), PennFudanPed (170 images) 

[41] is computed. In the second part of the 

experimental test, a dropout layer is added into the 

original architecture of YOLOV3-tiny (see Figure 4) to 

further improve the model performance. The best 

weight MAP generated from training in different test 

datasets is calculated [42]. 

block2 x 3

block2' x 1

yolo layer

route layer

block2 x 1

up sampling

route layer

block2 x 1

dropout layer

yolo layer

block2' x 1

Output

Input

block1 x 6

conv layer

BN

RELU

Maxpooling

block1

conv layer

BN

RELU

block 2'

conv layer

BN

RELU

block 2

 

Figure 4. The Proposed YOLOv3-tiny Network Architecture 

In addition, the same dataset is treated in the 

YOLOV3-tiny and the following hyper-parameters are 

adjusted (Table 5): 

Table 5. Parameter of our YOLOV3-tiny network. 

size of input 416 x 416 

Batch 64 

Subdivision 4096 

Steps 2200160, 2350180 

learning rate 0.001 

burn_in 2000 

max_batches 2500200 

Classes 1 

filter 18 

Random 1 

Anchor 7, 23, 17, 54, 27, 107, 63, 98, 39,179, 67, 240, 196, 

161, 123, 327, 279, 350 

ignore_thresh 0.9 

iou_normalizer 0.5 

iou_loss Giou 

Probability 0.5 

Dropblock 1 

6. Experimental Results 

In this section, we evaluate two of our regularization 

methods which boost the network performance and 

avoid the overfitting of the model by some metrics of 

evaluation. Furthermore, we explaine several ways of 

our method to improve the model generalization 

ability. 
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6.1.  Evaluation Metrics 

 Loss function: a loss calculation, also called sum-

square error [35, 52], is a simple addition of 

differences, including coordinate errors, IOU errors, 

and the classification error. The loss function can be 

expressed by the following formula: 

𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑ coordErr +  iouErr + clsErr

𝑆2

𝑖=0

 

Where coordErr refers to the coordinate errors, iouErr 

to the IOU errors and clsErr to the classification error. 

 Intersection over Union (IOU): IOU is calculated by 

the overlap zone between the predicted bounding 

box and the truth bounding box divided by the union 

zone between them. 

𝐼𝑂𝑈 =
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

Precision: Precision is the ability of a model to identify 

only relevant objects. This is the percentage of correct 

positive predictions and is given by the following 

equation: 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
  

Where True Positive (TP): the prediction is true, the 

number of people who are correctly detected and FP 

(False Positive): The prediction that is false for which 

IOU<0.5. 

 Recall: Recall relates to a model ability to find all 

relevant cases. This is the percentage of true 

positives detected among all relevant field truths 

and is given by: 

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

Where False Negatives (FN): the prediction that is 

false, the number of people who are considered 

negative while they are positive. 

 AP: Average Precision (AP) is a measurement 

commonly used to calculate object detectors 

accuracy. It works out the mean precision value for 

the Recall value between 0 and 1. 

 MAP: MAP is an average AP value for multiple 

verification sets. It is used as an indicator to 

measure detection accuracy in target detection. 

A MAP metric frequently exists in the deep learning 

area. In order to calculate MAP, a series of precision 

recall curves with the IOU threshold set is drawn (see 

Figure 5). The different lines are drawn by changing 

thresholds starting from 0.5 to 0.95. The red line is 

drawn with the highest IOU (0.95) and the orange line 

is drawn with the smallest one (0.5). For each line, AP 

value is the area enclosed by the precision-recall curve 

and the coordinate axis. The metric calculates the 

Average Accuracy value (AP) for each class across all 

IOU thresholds so as to draw the P-R curve. Then, to 

obtain the MAP value of the entire model, the metric 

calculates the average value of the AP values for all 

classes. 

 

Recall

   

 

P
re
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o
n
 

 
Figure 5. MAP precision-recall curves. 

 Accuracy: A accuracy is calculated by the following 

formula:  

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 

Where True Negatives (TN): the number of negative 

examples which are correctly rejected. 

6.2. Evaluation Results 

Nowadays, deep neural networks algorithms are 

mainly improved by using various regularisation 

techniques such as data augmentation, dropout and 

early stopping. The experiments present two 

regularisation techniques. Therefore, the experimental 

results consist of two parts. We begin by comparing 

the results of the data augmentation technique (see 

Table 6). The experiments are performed on the 

Ubuntu 16.04 system. Under the PyCharm 

development environment, the program of labels 

reformulation is written in Python 3.6. The YOLOv3-

tiny algorithm is run under the darknet framework 

[36]. YOLO is an open source with different versions 

[50]. The machine server contains a processor which is 

an Intel Core i7-8750H Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

@ 2.20GHz×12 and two Graphics Processing Unit 

(GPU) tesla v100 have 32 Go memory. Experiments 

are conducted in one dataset collected from real video 

surveillance of 97073 images for training. To verify 

the performance of the model trained, different test 

dataset, mainly Pascal Visual Object Classes 

(PASCAL VOC) [6, 43], Microsoft Common Objects 

in COntext (MS COCO) [20, 44], crowdhuman [38, 

45] and PennFudanPed [46, 47], is employed. In order 

to verify the performance of the model trained on the 

collected dataset with data augmentation, we compare 

the accuracy with the existing YOLOv3-tiny model 

using one’s own collected datasets (see Table 6). 

Compared to the origin YOLOv3-tiny model, our 

(3) 

(4) 

(1) 

(5) 

(2) 
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model has achieved a gain of 32.54 %, 16.38 % and 

14.14 % using VOC, COCO and PennFudanPed test 

dataset respectively. Moreover, the variety of poses, 

appearance, textures, colors, background clutter, body 

shape and style of clothing possessed by these datasets 

further prove the importance as well as the outstanding 

performance of our method. 

Table 6. Data augmentation gain. 

 Accuracy (%) 
Gain 

(%) 
Test database 

Model trained 

on the collected 

dataset 

Model trained on the 

collected dataset 

with data 

augmentation 

COCO-test 2017 

(2693 frames) 
11.73 28.11 16.38 

PennFudanPed 

(170 frames) 
74.03 88.17 14.14 

Voc2007-test 

(2097 frames) 
18.4 50.94 32.54 

In the second part of the experimental results, a 

novel model using the same dataset 204960 images is 

trained. Some changes to YOLOV3-tiny architecture 

are also made. In fact, a dropout layer is added before 

the last convolution layer in the network with some 

adjusted parameters (see Table 5). This approach helps 

better the quality of the detection silhouette algorithm 

(see Table 7). The proposed method is compared to the 

model trained on the collected dataset with data 

augmentation. The comparisons with data 

augmentation models demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the proposed method. In fact, a gain of 21.16 %, 2.05 

%, 18.68 % and 22.7 % is obtained using COCO, 

PennFudanPed, VOC and crowd_human test dataset 

respectively. In fact, dropout is used to regularize the 

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) algorithm. Input 

elements are randomly set to zero in the network with a 

probability of 0.5. Other weight elements are rescaled. 

Consequently, each node is used independently and it 

is not necessary to rely it on the output of other nodes. 

Indeed, dropout reduces the complex co-adaptations of 

neurons since the latter cannot rely on other neurons. 

In traditional networks, any error in the neural 

networks structure propagates during training. Yet, 

using a novel architecture leads dropout to lower error 

rates. The performance of a neural network and the rate 

of accuracy hence increase. 
 

   

   

   

   

Origin image. Image with data augmentation. Image with dropout and data augmentation. 

Figure 6. Bounding box visualisation. 
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Table 7. Gain of the proposed combined method. 

 Accuracy (%) Gain 

(%)  Test database Model 

trained on 

the collected 

dataset with 

data 

augmentation 

modified model 
(dropout+hyperparameters) 

trained on the collected 

dataset with data 

augmentation 

COCO-test-2017 

(2693 images) 

28.11 49.27  21,16 

PennFudanPed 

(170 images) 

88.17 90.22  2.05  

Voc2007-test (2097 

images) 

50.94 69.62  18,68 

crowd_human_test 

(4370 images) 

23.58  46.28  22.7  

In this paper, it can also be seen from experiments 

for silhouette detection, more detailed detection results 

(Figure 6). For line 1 of Figure 6, confidence 

percentages increase in certain bounding boxes from 

(79% 87% 80% 93% 98% 88%) to (82% 91% 90% 

93% 96% 70%). For line 2 of Figure 6, the parts of the 

people in the border of the image are detected by the 

combination of the two techniques of regularization 

including data augmentation and dropout. For lines 3 

and 4 of Figure 6, bounding boxes are added in both 

cases of images of line 3 and 4 (different camera 

position and orientation) combining the two 

regularization techniques. So, our method improves 

silhouette detection and is robust for any dataset. 

Consequently, it is standard as it boosts the 

generalization ability of the model. The two tests (data 

augmentation and dropout) are complementary. Each 

has its effect on the learning algorithm YOLOv3-tiny. 

6.3. Comparison with Previous Works 

The combined method has achieved good performance. 

Indeed, the MAP value has reached 49.27%, which is 

9.47 % and 16.09 % higher than both of tiny-YOLOv4 

origin and tiny-YOLOv2 respectively, which is more 

than that of tiny-YOLOv3 origin for COCO test dataset 

(see Table 8). For VOC test dataset, the result has been 

ameliorated by 32.49 %, 18.06 %, 12.32 % compared 

to the YOLOv3-tiny origin, YOLOv2-tiny and 

YOLOv4-tiny origin. As a result, the proposed model 

with the two regularization techniques has 

accomplished the highest accuracy rate as compared to 

YOLOv2-tiny and YOLOv3-tiny origin. The rich 

training dataset obtained as well as the integration of 

the dropout layer into YOLOv3-tiny architecture 

enhance the detection accuracy. 

Due to the diversity of the characteristics of the 

images in the data set, different accuracy rates are 

obtained in publicly available datasets, mainly COCO-

test, VOC-test, crowd_human_test and Pen-test. In 

fact, Penn-Fudan database is dedicated for pedestrian 

detection. Penn-Fudan is a simple image database 

containing 170 images taken from scenes around 

campus and urban street. Hence, the background of the 

frames is often the same. All pedestrians are walking, 

thus, they are straightened up (full-body appearance) 

and detected clearly. Therefore, the network is more 

responsive and can learn more quickly. Furthermore, 

the accuracy value reflects a significant improvement. 

However, the background of the crowd_human_test 

dataset is complicated, the postures of the human 

beings are different, the degree of occlusion and the 

size of the human bodies are not the same. The value 

of accuracy is very low compared to Penn-Fudan 

database. This is up to dataset nature. Some persons in 

the dataset are partially visible persons and the position 

of the camera is far in some images. In crowded 

scenes, due to the high pedestrian density and high 

occlusion, most existing pedestrian detection methods 

are unable to obtain a good result [5], and have poor 

robustness to small targets. In fact, when a target 

person is largely overlapped with other persons, the 

detector may fail to identify the boundaries of each 

pedestrian since they have similar appearances. Thus, 

the detector may shift the target bounding box to other 

persons mistakenly or treat the crowd as a whole. 

Table 8. Comparison of proposed method with other detectors. 

Base de test Network structure Accuracy (%) Gain 

(%) 

 

COCO-test  

YOLOv3-tiny origin 20.64 28.63 

YOLOv2-tiny 33.18 16.09 

YOLOv4-tiny-origin 39.8 9.47 

combined method  49.27 __ 

 

Pen-test 

YOLOv3-tiny origin 80.30 9.92 

YOLOv2-tiny 84.68 5.54 

YOLOv4-tiny-origin 85.7 4.52 

combined method 90.22 __ 

 

 

voc-test 

YOLOv3-tiny origin 37.13 32.49 

YOLOv2-tiny 51.56 18.06 

YOLOv4-tiny-origin 57.3 12.32 

combined method 69.62 __ 

 

crowd_human_test  

YOLOv3-tiny origin 6.72 39.56 

YOLOv2-tiny 16.63 29.65 

YOLOv4-tiny-origin 27.6 18.68 

combined method 46.28 __ 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a novel method for silhouette 

detection so as to improve the YOLO-tiny V3 learning 

algorithm. The silhouette detection system is enhanced 

by integrating the data augmentation technique into a 

https://context.reverso.net/traduction/anglais-arabe/that%27s+up+to
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new YOLO-tiny v3 neural network architecture and 

modifying the configuration file hyperparameters. 

Experimental results show that the proposed method 

can significantly improve person detection accuracy. 

Thanks to data pre-processing used, we provide a high 

accuracy, outperforming conventional models. 

Moreover, study comparisons of specific models prove 

that the combined technique has contributed to a great 

accuracy improvement. In future works, we will 

deepen in the study of existing methods that improve 

the quality of object detection like other techniques of 

data augmentation. 
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